[Concept for allocation of acute stroke patients: evaluation of the quality of diagnosis reached by the emergency medical services of Münster].
Acute stroke is a time- and expertise-critical emergency. An immediate and correct diagnosis by emergency medical services (EMS) in the prehospital phase and patient transfer to the nearest adequate hospital with a stroke unit is required for early treatment of acute stroke. We evaluated all patients who were admitted by the EMS of Münster to one of the two stroke units in the town between October 2008 and December 2010 with a diagnosis of acute stroke. Furthermore all patients were critically analyzed who were admitted without a diagnosis of acute stroke by the EMS but nonetheless had a stroke and the correct diagnosis was not found until examination in the neurological department. We analyzed 615 patients who were admitted to the stroke units with the diagnosis of acute stroke. In 561 cases (91%) this diagnosis could be confirmed, but in 54 patients (9%) the diagnosis by the EMS was incorrect. Epileptic seizure was the most frequent false-positive diagnosis in this group of patients (39%; n = 21). Although the acute symptoms were caused by a stroke, the correct diagnosis was not defined by the EMS in 127 patients. This accounted for 18% of all patients admitted to the emergency departments by the EMS where ultimately a stroke was diagnosed. In 24% of these cases (n = 30) the emergency doctor missed the correct diagnosis, which meant 4% of all patients admitted by the EMS, finally diagnosed with an acute stroke. In all other cases in the group with a false-negative diagnosis (76% or 97 patients) an emergency doctor was not involved in the referral by the EMS. Emergency medical services should be involved in the establishment of admission programs for acute stroke patients to provide the fastest means of transportation to a stroke unit. Coma, symptoms of posterior cerebral circulation and epileptic seizures cause difficulties in ensuring an immediate and correct diagnosis. Sending an emergency doctor to the scene increases diagnostic certainty which is essential to initiate early treatment.